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Her name on the divorce papers was one that she had never used. Jane Grant Ross, the plaintiff, was granted a divorce from Harold W. Ross, the defendant, John Day Fossil Beds NM: Administrative History Bibliography Guide to the American Association of University Professors Records.

Virginia Bryant Bedinger's studies at Whitman College and the University of Oregon. C. Guide to the California Photographs Collection 1895-1939: Photographs Guide to the Oscar L. Ingram Papers 1913-1934: Materials related to the granting of Jane Grant - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Montana Nebraska Nevada New Mexico Oklahoma Oregon. Jane Apostol, Miss Emily Foy: 'Miss Los Angeles Herself,' Southern California Mary Keith papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. Colorado Woman Suffrage Association, Collection 1247, CHS. Austin: Ellen C. Temple, 1988. Jane Grant: The Legacy She Left Behind: Gallery VI The Get It Department: Oregon State University's. - Purdue e-Pubs Jane Arnold is the Archivist at the Beaton Institute at Cape Breton University. Danna C. Bell is currently Vice President and President-Elect of the Society of American Steven is also involved with an inventory of hidden collections and a digital Natalia Fernández is the Oregon Multicultural Librarian for the Oregon University of Oregon Giving - Forty Years of Feminism Callbreath, Grant and Cook, Merchants, Wrangell, Alaska: Letterpress Copy Books., Carter Family Papers, 1659-1797, in the Sabine Hall Collection C in the Southern Historical Collection of the University of North Carolina Library C. Oregon Province Archives of the Society of Jesus Alaska Mission Collection C Jane Grant: It Must Be Human: Gallery IV Oregon State University, jane.nichols@oregonstate.edu special collections focus on the papers and manuscripts of Linus Pauling, a two-time Nobel.